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Conclusions

Error Growth in Physical Space

• Global convection-permitting NWP models are able to seamlessly
predict weather from local to planetary scales
• Expected to transform the weather prediction enterprise

• Atmospheric predictability is intrinsically limited, as
postulated by E. N. Lorenz in the 1960s

Baroclinic phase
Error saturation,
predictability limit

Baroclinic phase
Convective-mesoscale phase

• Error saturates after 17 days

• It’s likely impossible to predict the day-to-day weather
beyond 2—3 weeks, no matter the state of
technology
• Global convection-permitting models are likely not
able to extend forecast leadtime for convective
phenomena

Scale-Dependent Predictability Limits
(At what time does error saturate at a given scale?)

Peculiar diurnal oscillations
Baroclinic phase

• Error grows in magnitude, scale, spatial
extent; from convective to global scales
• 0—2 days: convective-mesoscale phase
• 2—13 days: baroclinic phase
But questions remain:
• What is the predictability of the atmosphere?
• What forecast problems are potentially tractable?

Convective-mesoscale phase

Error Growth in Spectral Space

Purpose of this study:
Quantify the intrinsic predictability of the atmosphere

Methods
• A series of “identical twin experiments”, produced with the Model
for Prediction Across Scales (MPAS) on a 4-km mesh

Concavity: smaller scales have longer predictability than intermediate scales

Only few
intermediate
scales saturate

• Predictability limit of atmospheric flow is complex
function of scale, altitude, and flow dynamics
• Generally, predictability increases towards the
surface & for divergent motions

Pert runs are identical
to CTRL except for
small-amplitude
Gaussian noise added
to initial condition
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turbulence theory

• Baroclinic phase: error growth agrees with k-3 turbulence theory
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